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SUMMARY 
Today’s information technology (IT) advancement is driving both non-operational and operational 

data communications within a substation towards Ethernet-based communications networks.  As a 

result, protective relay engineers are finding that the telecommunications industry is transitioning from 

legacy teleprotection channels such as leased circuits, Time Division Multiplexed Synchronous 

Optical NETetworks (TDM SONET) multiplexers and rings, over to Ethernet packet-based wide-area 

networks (WANs).  The current, most common WAN packet routing technology is Multi-Protocol 

Label Switching (MPLS).  

Traditionally, packet based IP routing in an Ethernet WAN has been fundamentally less predictable 

than the deterministic flow of data bits in a fixed, point to point TDM or serial data communications 

circuit.  Changes in network latency or packet delay variations in the past have raised concerns when 

considering it for use in protective relaying applications.  High latency in any network slows tripping 

and can result in miscoordination of the protective relay system.  Current differential line protection 

(87L) is particularly sensitive to jitter or variation in latency, in addition to asymmetry or the 

difference in latencies in the two directions of the protection channel data exchange. To validate the 

MPLS design and in preparation of migrating substation production relays from TDM to MPLS within 

the San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) system, laboratory testing was performed at the SDG&E 

Integrated Test Facility (ITF).  The testing conducted included both fundamental network testing and 

the Real Time Digital Simulation® or RTDS® system model applied to protective relays, using MPLS 

routers and proposed MPLS network configuration models  

This paper describes the technical requirements developed by SDG&E for critical transmission high 

voltage teleprotection applications, and provides a high level comparison of SONET versus MPLS 

Ethernet communications.  The paper also covers laboratory testing approach, test results of the MPLS 

proposed solution, and redundancy considerations.   
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INTRODUCTION 
Today’s information technology (IT) advancement is driving both non-operational and operational 

data communications within a substation towards Ethernet-based communications networks.  As a 

result, protective relay engineers are finding that the telecommunications industry is transitioning from 

legacy teleprotection channels such as leased circuits, Time Division Multiplexed Synchronous 

Optical NETetworks (TDM SONET) multiplexers and rings, over to Ethernet packet-based wide-area 

networks (WANs).  The current, most common WAN packet routing technology is Multi-Protocol 

Label Switching (MPLS).  

Packet routing in an Ethernet WAN is fundamentally less predictable than the deterministic march 

of data bits in TDM or serial data transmission. MPLS network latency or time delay variations raise 

concerns for protective relaying applications. High latency slows tripping; current differential line 

protection (87L) is particularly sensitive to jitter or variation in latency, and to asymmetry or 

difference in latencies in the two or more directions of protection data exchange. To validate the 

protection system design and in preparation for field installation, laboratory testing was performed 

using RTDS® system models, and MPLS routers and networks providing the teleprotection channels. 

The paper describes the technical requirements developed by SDG&E for critical EHV 

teleprotection applications, discusses SONET versus MPLS Ethernet communications, and presents 

the laboratory testing approach and results. The discussion includes impact of channel asymmetry, 

latency, fail-over, channel availability, and MPLS monitoring tools for troubleshooting and analysis. 

 

SDG&E SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) provides natural gas and electricity to San Diego County and 

southern Orange County in southwestern California, United States; with a 4,100 square mile service 

territory and 3.3 million consumers.  

Currently, SDG&E uses a TDM network for teleprotection and SCADA (Supervisory Control and 

Data Acquisition). Much of the current network was implemented based on project driven 

requirements or regulatory compliance needs. The TDM network consists of a mix of T1 multiplexers 

and SONET rings. The TDM multiplexers, microwave equipment, and channel banks are the 

backbone of existing mission-critical communications. However, the aging TDM network has become 

difficult and costly to maintain without significant upgrade of the existing equipment and monitoring 

capabilities.   

MPLS Ethernet is the current business standard being widely adopted for corporate uses. SDG&E 

expects that replacing instead of upgrading the older technology, it is anticipated that MPLS will 

deliver significant benefit to overall utility communications with superior monitoring capability and 

reduction in maintenance costs. 
 

SONET VERSUS MPLS ETHERNET COMMUNICATIONS 
The telecommunications industry is continually evolving and new technologies are adopted. Figure 

1 illustrates the technology cycles over time. What started out as a telephone network with manual 

switching is becoming a telecommunications network optimized for data networking, based on packet 

switching. Protective relaying continually adapts to new technologies - but due to the criticality of the 

equipment for power system reliability and long development times, teleprotection communications 

circuits are lagging behind available technologies, as illustrated under the graph in Figure 1. For 

example, 64 kbps digital communications circuits were introduced for broad telecommunications uses 

in the mid-1960s, but current differential relays and teleprotection with 64 kbps interfaces did not 

become commercially available until around 1990.  

Teleprotection and pilot relay schemes with 64 kbps interfaces have successfully operated over 

utility TDM T1/SONET networks. These circuit-switched networks create a dedicated circuit, or 

channel. They are connection-oriented; the path remains constant and bandwidth is dedicated for the 

teleprotection path. Utility SONET networks typically provide very low latency in the order of a few 

milliseconds, partly due to their limited extent and extensive use of fiber. Redundancy is typically 

provided by network rings, where fail-over to a healthy path takes place in as little as 2-5 ms with a 

substation multiplexer, or less than 50 ms for a standard telecom-grade multiplexer. Symmetry (equal 

transmit and receive latencies) is provided by using network technologies that switch transmit and 

receive paths simultaneously during fail-over operation. 
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Figure 1 - Telecommunications technology evolution 
 

Ethernet networks are packet-switched; they separate messages into variable-length segments and 

transmit them individually across dynamically created connections or paths that may vary from one 

packet to the next. This connection-oriented and dynamic routing results in flexible use of bandwidth 

and it uses a store-and–forward technique. The main disadvantage for teleprotection is that the latency 

is non-deterministic, and latencies in two directions may be asymmetric due to different transmit and 

return paths for the packets. The non-deterministic nature of basic IP communications disqualifies this 

technology for use with teleprotection communications interfaces and applications that were designed 

for the stable latency of TDM communications. MPLS, Multi-Protocol Label Switching, originally 

introduced in Ethernet networks to minimize latency in each node by providing a label to direct 

forwarding to a pre-determined node, provides a solution that addresses this limitation. MPLS makes it 

possible to pre-define a strict path (or paths) over the network.  It is outside the scope of this paper to 

describe MPLS technology in detail and MPLS is addressed here only from a teleprotection viewpoint 

of how to meet the requirements for teleprotection communications. 

MPLS networks use several features to meet latency and asymmetry requirements for 

teleprotection communications, such as: 

• Low latency, achieved by minimizing the number of nodes in the pre-defined path, and having 

small buffers for teleprotection traffic. Latencies in today’s MPLS network equipment, over a 

relatively limited utility network size, approaches that of a SONET network, and are in the 

order of 3-5 ms when buffer settings are optimized. 

• High priority through use of QoS (Quality of Service) prioritization that ensures that 

teleprotection traffic packets do not incur added latency due to having to queue while waiting 

for a larger, lower-priority packets to be processed.  

• QoS also ensures that high-priority traffic does not get dropped on congested circuits. Traffic 

with lower priority may suffer from data loss, but the teleprotection communications remain 

unaffected even during a network congestion scenario. 

• MPLS provides techniques to ensure minimal asymmetry by routing transmit and receive 

teleprotection paths over the same network nodes. 

• In some scenarios, fail-over times with the present MPLS technology cannot match today’s 

SONET substation multiplexers. However, the impact of this limitation on teleprotection is 

greatly reduced by using redundant teleprotection channels in the relays themselves, and 

connecting those to correspondingly separated redundant paths branching out from the MPLS 

routers. Fail-over time is then 0 – 2 ms. This channel redundancy within each protection 

system was not always possible for SONET due to limited available channels - but with the 

higher bandwidth provided by MPLS, channel redundancy within one protection system 

comes at a very low cost.  As relay design evolves over time, bumpless fail-over of relays 

using MPLS networks will yield a critical benefit over short-bump SONET fail-over 

performance. 
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•  MPLS has the potential of providing improved network monitoring and network diagnostics 

for teleprotection communications. MPLS network tools are to be configured to continuously 

monitor latencies and packet loss. One of the main issues today for teleprotection is to 

correlate relay alarms with network diagnostics that do not measure with exactly the same 

criteria, to remediate how a relay-reported channel failure alarm may not have been seen by 

network monitoring facilities as an interruption on the network.  
 

SDG&E METHODOLOGY FOR ADOPTING MPLS FOR TELEPROTECION 
SDG&E System Protection and Control Engineering (SPACE) developed a plan for qualifying 

MPLS communications for teleprotection, and migrating production field relays to MPLS following 

extensive testing. The plan includes: 

1. Development of technical performance requirements based on internal and external business 

requirements for teleprotection communications. 

2. Evaluation of teleprotection and relay performance over a laboratory MPLS network, 

observing relay response to network anomalies such as asymmetry, interruptions during fail-

over, and changes in latency. This initial benchmark was used to determine network 

configurations for the subsequent real time digital simulator (RTDS®) testing of the relays. 

3. Benchmark RTDS testing of the transmission line protection relays to be installed for 

extended field testing over MPLS circuits is performed to verify correct performance of the 

schemes.  

4. Extensive channel monitoring functions, to the extent possible by the relays, have been 

implemented and will be used in the field to collect comprehensive communications channel 

performance data independently of the MPLS network management system monitoring.  

5.  Monitoring of all field test relay alarms, functions, and communications over a twelve-month 

period. This allows for a lengthy test and analysis period that spans all of the seasonal and 

environmental variations that may occur in a given region. Test relays have been installed on 

at least eight selected Tie Line circuits (500 kV, 230 kV, 138 kV, and 69 kV). The test relays 

will operate in parallel with existing production relays, to monitor transmission line voltages 

and currents, but relay tripping outputs will only be monitored and not connected to other 

equipment. 

6. Assuming a successful twelve month trial period, the test relays will be transitioned into 

production, and the roll-out will be extended to other circuits as the MPLS communications 

network expands to other substations. 
 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
The internally and externally driven requirements developed by SPACE went beyond technical 

performance requirements for the communications channels, and included subjects such as 

expandability, maintainability, outage incident response, design specifications, and reporting 

requirements. We focus here on the key technical requirements for the communications channels. 

The main requirements for teleprotection circuits are: 

1. High availability - 99.95% or better based on WECC 500 kV teleprotection requirements. The 

network availability cannot be determined in a lab environment and will be evaluated during 

the field trial period. 

2. Low latency - The channel latency directly increases the protection scheme fault clearing time. 

The existing SONET links provide on average 5 ms latency, and the goal was to match this 

performance with the MPLS system. It was agreed between IT and SPACE to use a limit of 5 

ms or better as criterion for laboratory testing and network configuration of the MPLS circuits 

used for the field test relays. 

3. Low asymmetry - Before performing testing, the asymmetry limit was set to less than 2 ms, 

based on recommendations from the manufacturers of the current differential (87L) relays to 

be deployed. For field test relay commissioning, a benchmark of less than 0.5 ms will be used 

for the MPLS communications circuits, since they are able to achieve this low asymmetry, and 

anything higher would indicate misconfiguration of the network communications channel. 

4. Fail-over time of well under MPLS native 50 ms -  This requirement was initially specified as 

less than 3 ms, to reflect the performance of the existing SONET multiplexers, but this could 
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not be achieved with MPLS routers connected in the same way. However, by using redundant 

communications channels in the relays themselves connected to different MPLS paths 

configured in redundant routers, fail-over for a teleprotection path is achieved in <3 ms by the 

relay switching to its redundant channel that is routed over an independent path. This relay 

channel redundancy is enabled by having more bandwidth and more channels available with 

MPLS.  System A relays have redundant teleprotection paths over System B routers and 

network paths, and vice versa.  The overall design has more redundancy and robustness than a 

System A and System B relay pair using separate channels in a SONET network. 
 

TESTING METHODOLOGY 
Several models of the SDG&E transmission system were developed for the RTDS testing, and the 

test setup used SDG&E standard line protection relays.  SDG&E uses three redundant protective 

relays of different models and different manufacturers for protection of their 500 kV transmission 

lines.  Two of the relays have both 87L line current differential protection and 21L distance element 

communications based protection which is usually a Permissive Overreaching Transfer Trip (POTT) 

scheme.  These two relays also include time-step backup protection and time delayed overcurrent 

backup protection.  The third relay has 87L protection and time-delayed backup overcurrent 

protection.  SDG&E uses two redundant relays for transmission line protection at 230 kV and below. 

Eight different transmission line protection systems are being tested in the lab using the RTDS.  

Many different fault types, fault locations and operating conditions are applied using the RTDS to 

evaluate the performance of the protection system and the communications system before 

implementing the new communications system in the field. The communications setup in the RTDS 

lab for testing is shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 - Protective relay communications test setup 
 

The test setup allowed testing for many different router configurations with respect to speed.  The 

Figure 2 test setup is for two-terminal transmission lines. For redundancy, not all 87L primary 

channels are routed through the same MPLS path.  Similarly, 21L POTT scheme channels are routed 

through different paths.  Three-terminal transmission line configurations were also tested. 

The speed of the router was controlled by MPLS the router settings Jitter Buffer and Payload.  

The faster the speed requirement, the lower the Jitter Buffer setting, the smaller the Payload size of 

Ethernet packets setting, and the higher the resulting bandwidth of the communications channel.   
 

Latency tests were performed by using measurements from the protective relays to determine the 

communications channel latency from the protective relay communications report.  Latency and 

jitter/variance tests were also performed by using a benchmark of back-to-back fiber connections 

between the relay communications channels (no MPLS Ethernet routers), determining the tripping 
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speeds of the 87L line current differential and 21L distance POTT scheme, then comparing these trip 

times to various tests run with the MPLS routers in the communications path run at different Jitter 

Buffer and Payload router settings. The latency tests applied internal faults along the line and trip 

times were compared with the benchmark back-to-back trip times. This data has helped determine 

several opportunities for improvement in both the communications channel setup as well as protection 

scheme settings in the relays.  The timing data along with communications channel reports from the 

relays have helped determine the Ethernet MPLS router settings needed to meet the latency 

requirement for teleprotection traffic in the MPLS routers. 
 

Fail-over tests used the test setup shown in Figure 3 for testing of fail-over from primary to backup 

channel. The primary channel could be broken at specific times using a switch controlled by the RTDS 

simulation. Notice that the fail-over can be done two ways - by failing over from the primary Ethernet 

router path to the secondary path by the routers themselves; or by the protective relays failing over 

from the primary path to the secondary path by selecting redundant 87L line current differential 

channels. Two of the relays with 21L distance element protection schemes had redundant 

communications channels used for POTT schemes. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3 – Fail-over test 
 

Asymmetry testing used the setup in Figure 4 for testing the asymmetry tolerance of the protection 

system. The tests introduced asymmetry by creating delay in the communications channel in one 

direction only.  These tests focused on checking that the 87L line current differential elements in each 

relay did not misoperate in either direction. Asymmetry is the difference in the transmitted data 

latency versus the received data latency.  Asymmetry can cause errors in protective relay protection 

elements, especially in 87L line current differential elements.  The asymmetry looks like a phase error 

in the received currents from the remote terminal as compared to the measured currents in the local 

terminal.  This can cause 87L line current differential protection to false trip for out-of-section faults 

or fail to trip for in-section faults.  

 

The summary of lab test data versus the SDG&E defined requirements is listed in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 - Summary of lab test data 

 

Communication Requirement Specification Results 

Latency < 5 ms Pass1 

Asymmetry < 2 ms Pass2 

Fail-over < 3 ms Pass3 

Availability > 99.95% N/A 
 

1 Latency < 5 ms achieved with specific Jitter Buffer and Payload MPLS router settings. 
2Asymmetry < 2 ms achievable with specific network design. Laboratory tests show protection operates correctly at 2 ms 

asymmetry specification limit. 
3Fail-over < 3 ms achievable with 2 of 3 relays meeting specification.  Protection system with designed fail-over paths and 

protective relay fail-over meets fail-over specification.  MPLS routers do not meet fail-over specification on their own when 

failing over to backup Ethernet router path. 
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Figure 4 - Asymmetry test setup 
 

FIELD TRIAL METHODOLOGY 
As the project moves from lab testing to field test where test relays will be commissioned in live 

substations with a new MPLS Ethernet communications network, communications channel monitoring 

functions will be utilized from both in the protective relays and from the network equipment into a 

SDG&E non-operational data warehouse for post analysis and trending. Field trial relays will be 

commissioned alongside production relays that use the existing TDM network. The MPLS field trial 

relays will not trip breakers, and will only be monitored. 

The communications channel monitoring functions include alarms in the Sequence of Event 

Recorders (SERs) and event reports of the protective relays. These alarms include loss of 

communications channel, high latency, high asymmetry, and noise bursts.  SER, communication 

reports and event reports will be archived and the alarm data will be monitored by SDG&E personnel 

through the SDG&E Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) system that handles non-operational data.  

These alarms will help to quickly troubleshoot issues and problems that can arise in the new 

communications network as the field test relay evaluation period progresses. 

The event reports and SERs of the MPLS field trial relays will help to evaluate their protection 

system performance as compared to the existing production relays. Proper tripping, trip speeds, and 

restraint of tripping for out-of-section faults will all be evaluated. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
1. Laboratory testing has shown that MPLS Ethernet networks are a viable communications 

medium for protective relay telecommunication traffic if designed and configured to account 

for latency, asymmetry, fail-over and availability. 

2. A potential improvement of teleprotection with MPLS communications as compared to TDM 

is increased network monitoring and diagnostics functions. This can enable better correlation 

between relay internal channel monitoring functions and network monitoring tools to 

determine where failures occur in the communications chain from relay to relay. 

3. The RTDS testing has helped to prove performance of the MPLS communications system by 

validating many scenarios and many transmission line protection systems. 

4. While the RTDS testing includes lab MPLS communications channels, it is not possible to 

emulate the production MPLS network conditions in a lab environment. To ensure that any 

issues during the field trial period are related to the communications network, and are not due 

to a protection scheme deficiency, the relay schemes and settings are thoroughly tested on a 

system model that accurately simulates the field application. This simplifies root cause 

analysis of any protection misoperations or marginal behavior during field trial. 

5. Laboratory testing of the new MPLS communications system using the RTDS has allowed 

many real-world types of tests. This testing in conjunction with field trial testing will help to 

validate the new MPLS communications. 
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